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       AN INADVERTENTLY CUBIST TOOLBOX

1. [DESIGN]. Dessin à Vue Géométral. 
Paris, 1941. 

$350.

Original “croquis en couleur” produced by a young art student 
in Paris. The student has quickly painted a toolbox from life, 
aiming to render the different masses and shapes in 
perspective. His instructor offers mild encouragement, but notes 
that the angles are not quite right: Beaucoup d’élèves ne savent encore 
pas determiner avec certitude les directions obliques des arêtes des volumes 
parallélipipédiques (“many students do not yet understand how to 
determine the oblique directions of  the edges of  the 
parallelepipedal volumes”). The school at 7 rue Championnet, 
in the 18th arrondisement, is still extant; this art class took place 
during the first year of  the Nazi occupation of  Paris. A striking 
and inadvertently Cubist survival.  

Art student’s original exercise sheet, measuring 10.5 x 8.25 inches, printed 
recto only, featuring a painted still life of  a toolbox with supporting notes 
and drawings in red ink. Instructor’s comments and signature in purple ink, 
additional signature in black ink at lower left. Lightly creased from folding.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002996/design/dessin-a-vue-geometral-art-class-assignment


https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002996/design/dessin-a-vue-geometral-art-class-assignment


  RHODA KELLOGG’S SELF-PUBLISHED FINGER PAINTING IN THE NURSERY SCHOOL, 1955,
                              WITH: THE HOW OF SUCCESSFUL FINGER PAINTING, 1958

2. Rhoda Kellogg. 
Finger Painting in the Nursery School. 
San Francisco: self-published, 1955. 

With: The How of  Successful Finger Painting. 
San Francisco: Fearon Publishers, 1958.

$1000.

First and only edition of  this self-published 1955 manifesto 
by pioneering educator Rhoda Kellogg (1898-1987): 
“Child art must be taken seriously even at the preschool level.” 

Kellogg’s lifetime of  activism began during her college days 
as a hunger-striking suffragette. After receiving her master’s 
in early childhood education at Columbia University, she 
directed the WPA Nursery School in Brooklyn and the 
Golden Gate Kindergarten Association in San Francisco, 
developing a radically child-centered approach to art education.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002994/rhoda-kellogg/finger-painting-in-the-nursery-school-with-the-how-of-successful-finger-painting


In the experience of  finger painting, most children’s first exposure 
to art as a practice, Kellogg identified a topology of  forms and 
techniques explored by preschoolers of  all backgrounds. She 
documents these patterns in obsessive detail, through hundreds of  
photographs, and provides a mandala chart that shows the 
evolution of  “pictorial” drawing out of  the abstract forms explored 
in finger painting. Over her career, Kellogg collected over two 
million examples of  young children’s art from around the globe: 
her archive provided her not only with a rich stock of  examples, 
but with the blazing orange and yellow painting bound into this 
volume, the work of  an unknown child.

Three years after Finger Painting in the Nursery School, Kellogg 
contributed a short essay on the subject to Fearon’s series of  
“Teacher-Aid Books,” included here as a companion volume. 
The How of  Successful Finger Painting features Kellogg’s original 
mandala chart and an abbreviated version of  her classification 
system. She emphasizes the importance of  letting young children 
paint freely and deeply, without the expectation of  increasing 
pictorial realism: “So-called regressive work from the child may be 
an effort to let the bucket deeper into the preschool well for ideas 
and forms.” As in all her work, Kellogg is less interested in teaching 
children how to achieve a particular result than she is in using their 
art as a means of  connecting with them. 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002994/rhoda-kellogg/finger-painting-in-the-nursery-school-with-the-how-of-successful-finger-painting


The Rhoda Kellogg International Child Art Collection was the subject of  RHODASCOPE, an installation at San Francisco’s 
City Hall in 2019 and 2020, curated by the contemporary artist Brian Belott. A scarce and important work of  progressive art 
education by a pioneer in the field. 

Spiral-bound volume, measuring 11 x 8.5 inches: [4], 90. Black and white pictorial wrappers; black and white photographs and illustrations 
throughout text; original double-sided orange and yellow finger painting bound at rear. Handwritten “in the” above corresponding words on front 
wrapper, apparently in a child’s hand; ownership signature of  Margaret Jones to title; ink calculation on lower wrapper. Light shelfwear and creasing 
to toned wrappers. With: side-stapled booklet, measuring 10 x 6.75 inches: 32. Orange pictorial wrappers priced at $1.00; black and white photo-
graphs and illustrations throughout text. Incompletely erased pencil ownership signature to front wrapper. Lightest shelfwear.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002994/rhoda-kellogg/finger-painting-in-the-nursery-school-with-the-how-of-successful-finger-painting
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002994/rhoda-kellogg/finger-painting-in-the-nursery-school-with-the-how-of-successful-finger-painting


  ASPIRATIONAL INTERIOR DESIGN COLLAGES BY AN UNKNOWN AMERICAN SCHOOLGIRL

3. [DESIGN]. 
Two scrapbooks of  interior design collages. 
United States (likely Virginia): circa 1915. 

$850.

Two scrapbooks created by an unknown American schoolgirl, 
featuring dozens of  aspirational interior design collages. The 
artist uses wallpaper remnants, pasted across two pages, as 
canvases, “furnishing” each panorama with objects carefully 
trimmed from catalogs and magazines. Although many of  the 
resulting rooms are traditional in style, with reproductions of  
the Old Masters on the walls, the more modern decor featured 
–  candlestick telephones, Kewpie doll prints, a Victrola – dates 
these albums to the early twentieth century. Blank pages in both 
books bear penciled notes for collages yet to come: “ball room,” 
“card-room,” “butler’s pantry,” “company room,” “sun parlor.” 
The 41 completed collages include bedrooms, a nursery and 
schoolroom, parlors and studies, living and dining rooms, 
kitchens and workrooms, and a few outdoor scenes: a triumph 
of  imaginative world-building, and a deep dive into the material 
history of  the era. 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002985/design/two-scrapbooks-of-interior-design-collages-created-by-an-unknown-american-schoolgirl
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002985/design/two-scrapbooks-of-interior-design-collages-created-by-an-unknown-american-schoolgirl


https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002985/design/two-scrapbooks-of-interior-design-collages-created-by-an-unknown-american-schoolgirl


In addition to the collages, both books contain some writing. The first includes pages devoted to “nature study,” spelling lists, 
geography questions (“What of  Alexandria? Cairo?”), and music notes. The second features the first lines of  a story about a 
“rosy-faced girl” of  15 and her mother, an “elderly lady.” A delightful survival. 

Two school composition books, measuring 10 x 8 inches, printed with the state seal of  Virginia, repurposed as scrapbooks. First book with 30 
double-page panoramic collages of  domestic interiors; second book with 11 collages, and a group of  miscellaneous paper cutouts awaiting placement. 
Bindings worn, wrappers creased and soiled.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002985/design/two-scrapbooks-of-interior-design-collages-created-by-an-unknown-american-schoolgirl
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002985/design/two-scrapbooks-of-interior-design-collages-created-by-an-unknown-american-schoolgirl


    PICTURE POSTERS TO COLOR, 1951:
                COMMUNITY WORKERS

4. F. Raymond Elms. 
Picture Posters to Color: Community Workers. 
Chicago: Beckley-Cardy Company, 1951. 

$95.

Complete set of  midcentury classroom posters, designed 
to be colored by students. The twelve community workers 
featured here are a bricklayer, butcher, carpenter, 
fireman, grocer, librarian, lineman, milkman, newsboy, 
nurse, policeman, and postman. Only the librarian and 
nurse are women. As a footnote, each image offers 
specific instructions on which colors to use; the grocer's 
“face, hand, and peaches” should all be “flesh color.” 

Beckley-Cardy 534. A fine set of  classroom materials, 
reflecting an idealized (and homogenous) portrait of  the 
postwar American worker.  

Complete set of  twelve black and white posters, measuring 10.5 x 8.5 
inches. Housed in publisher’s pictorial envelope printed in black and 
red. Light edgewear to envelope, posters fine.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002737/design-f-raymond-elms/picture-posters-to-color-community-workers


https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002737/design-f-raymond-elms/picture-posters-to-color-community-workers


               PICTURE POSTERS TO COLOR, 1951:
                         FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

5. F. Raymond Elms. 
Picture Posters to Color: Fruits and Vegetables. 
Chicago: Beckley-Cardy Company, 1951. 

$95.

Complete set of  midcentury classroom posters, designed to be 
colored by students. The twelve fruits and vegetables featured here 
are apples, beets, carrots, cherries, grapes, peaches, pears, radishes, 
strawberries, sweet corn, tomatoes, and wax beans, each depicted 
on the tree, vine or stalk. 

As a footnote, each image offers specific instructions on which 
colors the children should choose. 

Beckley-Cardy 535. A fine set of  vintage classroom materials, with 
pomological appeal.  

Complete set of  twelve black and white posters, measuring 10.5 x 8.5 inches. 
Housed in publisher’s pictorial envelope printed in black and red. Light wear 
and smudging to envelope, posters fine.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002738/design-f-raymond-elms/picture-posters-to-color-fruits-and-vegetables


                DER PRAKTISCHE GEOMETER

6. Theodor Petzold. 
Der Praktische Geometer. Ein Beschäftigungsspiel. 
Leipzig: Otto Spamer, late nineteenth century. 

$2200.

Handsome nineteenth-century dissection puzzle, “The 
Practical Geometer,” consisting of  37 precisely cut wooden 
tiles (22 triangles, 4 squares, and 11 rectangles of  different 
sizes) that can be fitted together to form three equal planes. 
The pastedown label offers diagrams of  the three completed 
layers: Obere Lage, Mittlere Lage, and Untere Lage. Once out 
of  the box, the wooden tiles can be recombined to form 
countless geometric designs and patterns. 

Der Praktische Geometer was issued by the educational publisher 
Otto Spamer (1820-1886), whose graphically innovative work 
inspired a retrospective at the Leipzig Schulmuseum, “Otto 
Spamer’s Bücher Fabrik,” in 2020. 

No holdings located in OCLC. A high-quality engineering toy, 
complete in original box. 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002980/theodor-petzold/der-praktische-geometer-ein-beschaftigungsspiel


Complete set of  37 geometric wooden pieces, numbered on 
one side only, forming three equal planes measuring 4 x 6.25 
inches each. All three planes stacked in original publisher's 
red cloth box, lid decoratively stamped in black and lettered in 
gilt, pastedown label to interior of  hinged lid with diagram of  
each completed layer. Light wear to box, pastedown label a bit 
discolored.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002980/theodor-petzold/der-praktische-geometer-ein-beschaftigungsspiel
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002980/theodor-petzold/der-praktische-geometer-ein-beschaftigungsspiel


                 

               YOU CAN DESIGN, 1939, 
                      DEDICATION COPY 

7. Winold Reiss; Albert Charles Schweizer; [E. 
Raymond Bossange]. 
You Can Design. 
New York: Whittlesey House, (1939). 

$950.

First edition, dedication copy, of  this striking guide to 
graphic design by artist Winold Reiss and architect 
Albert Schweizer. They aim to reach the amateur 
artist: “You can design. Whether you realize it or not, 
the power of  creating forms and patterns lies within 
you, and you should give yourself  the pleasure that 
comes from this kind of  self-expression.” Starting 
with simple black and white abstractions, Reiss and 
Schweizer propose an increasingly complex series of  
creative exercises – borders, patterns, forms inspired 
by nature, half-tone and color designs – as well as 
ideas for their practical application. 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002624/winold-reiss-albert-charles-schweizer-e-raymond-bossange/you-can-design


The exercises are accompanied by artwork produced by the authors’ students at New York University. Reiss and Schweizer 
have warmly inscribed this copy to E. Raymond Bossange, Dean of  the NYU School of  Architecture and Allied Arts, who is 
thanked in the printed dedication for “his interest and kindness in permitting the use of  the students’ drawings which illustrate 
the work.” A near-fine dedication copy of  a compelling book.

Spiral-bound volume, measuring 12 x 9 inches: [126]. Original blue cloth boards lettered in darker blue, orange endpapers. Monochrome and color 
illustrations throughout text. Ink presentation inscription on the half  title: “N.Y. Jan. 30. 39 / to Dean and Mrs. E. Raymond Bossange / with the 
sincere respects and compliments / of  the authors / Winold Reiss / Albert Chas Schweizer.” Light shelfwear to boards, no dust jacket.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002624/winold-reiss-albert-charles-schweizer-e-raymond-bossange/you-can-design
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002624/winold-reiss-albert-charles-schweizer-e-raymond-bossange/you-can-design
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002624/winold-reiss-albert-charles-schweizer-e-raymond-bossange/you-can-design


https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002624/winold-reiss-albert-charles-schweizer-e-raymond-bossange/you-can-design
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002624/winold-reiss-albert-charles-schweizer-e-raymond-bossange/you-can-design


              LA FAVOLA DELLE FAVOLE, 1994,
                  SIGNED BY BRUNO MUNARI

8. Bruno Munari. 
La Favola delle Favole. 
Mantua: Marzia Corraini, (1994). 

$550.

Signed first edition, one of  1000 copies, of  this experimental 
children’s book by Bruno Munari, whose early work with the 
Futurists and Surrealists informed his career in graphic, visual 
and industrial design. 

La Favola delle Favole consists of  a vibrant collection of  loose sheets 
to be inscribed, illustrated, altered, and shuffled. Noting that no 
two copies of  the book are identical, the front wrapper proclaims: 
Gli autori di questo libro sono: Bruno Munari e . . . bambini, “the authors 
of  this book are Bruno Munari and children.” 

In his introduction, Munari offers a few creative prompts, but 
urges children to let their imaginations guide them in 
transforming the sheets of  paper into the ultimate fairy tale: più è 
fantastica e più è divertente, “the more fantastic, the more fun it is.”

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002933/bruno-munari/la-favola-delle-favola


La Favola delle Favole has been reissued at least four times. OCLC locates three holdings of  this 1994 first edition in the United 
States: Florida Atlantic, Princeton, and UCLA. This copy from the library of  American designer Steven Guarnaccia, former 
director of  the illustration program at Parsons School of  Design. A bright, near-fine copy, signed by Bruno Munari.  

Single volume, measuring 12 x 12 inches: [118]. Original color pictorial photographic wrappers, bound with binder clips, as issued. 59 unnumbered 
leaves on various paper stocks: some colored, some transparent, some with cut-outs, some with drawings. Bound into the volume is a heavy piece of  
cardboard for support, not included in page count. Inscribed by Bruno Munari in pencil, “MUNARI ciao,” at end of  introduction. Small blindstamp 
of  designer Steven Guarnaccia to first leaf. Light dents to wrappers from clips. Housed in publisher’s original plastic envelope. 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002933/bruno-munari/la-favola-delle-favola
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002933/bruno-munari/la-favola-delle-favola
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002933/bruno-munari/la-favola-delle-favola


   
  HOW TO DRAW SHAKESPEARE’S PEOPLE

9. Arthur Zaidenberg. 
How To Draw Shakespeare’s People. 
New York: Abelard-Schuman, (1967). 

$65.

First edition of  Arthur Zaidenberg’s guide to drawing 
Shakespearean characters, a late title in his popular “How to 
Draw” series, which spanned dozens of  topics: portraiture, 
landscape, architecture, costume, animals and plants, 
machines and vehicles. 

True to his educational mission, Zaidenberg emphasizes 
skill-building over anatomical and historical accuracy: “You 
may only capture one action or one mood of  each complex 
character, but in trying to draw them you will, in a way, create 
your own Shakespeare theatre. You will be casting the play, 
directing the scene, choosing the costumes, and, in the 
process, learning to draw.” 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002558/arthur-zaidenberg/how-to-draw-shakespeare-s-people


The plays featured here include 
Julius Caesar, Romeo and Juliet, Othello, 
Hamlet, Antony and Cleopatra, Macbeth, 
King Lear, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
and The Taming of  the Shrew. 

A very good copy, uncommon in jacket.  

Single volume, measuring 10 x 7 inches: 64. 
Original pictorial red cloth stamped in black, 
original clipped color pictorial dust jacket. 
Black and white illustrations throughout text. 
Faint smudge to front free endpaper; jacket 
lightly rubbed, with stray mark to front panel 
and two short closed tears.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002558/arthur-zaidenberg/how-to-draw-shakespeare-s-people


               IL DISEGNO ALLA LAVAGNA, 1956:
                    MIDCENTURY ITALIAN GUIDE 
  TO CHALKBOARD DRAWING FOR TEACHERS

10. Emma Tropini. 
Il Disegno alla Lavagna. 
Corso di Disegno per gli Istituti Magistrali. Volume III. 
Firenze: Sansoni, (1956). 

$350. 

First edition of  this remarkable midcentury guide to chalkboard 
drawing for Italian student teachers, the third in a series of  three 
manuals by educator Emma Tropini, who encouraged the active 
use of  the chalkboard in the classroom. 

In this volume, she provides design templates for high school 
lessons in drawing, botany, anatomy, zoology, geography, history, 
and the life sciences. Tropini urges aspiring teachers to practice 
her chalk technique, designed to “sintetizzare, non solo la forma, ma 
anche i valori chiaroscurali” (“synthesize, not only the forms, but 
also the shading”), until they themselves are able to sketch fluidly 
while they teach.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002938/emma-tropini/il-disegno-alla-lavagna-corso-di-disegno-per-gli-istituti-magistrali-volume-iii


The sixty plates range from simple perspectival drawings 
in white chalk to richly detailed full-color compositions, 
including comparative diagrams of  different 
circulatory systems, botanical and zoological studies, 
historic costume and architectural sketches, and models 
of  the weather and climate cycles. The interest of  
Tropini’s work lies less in her stated pedagogical goals 
than in the enduring impact of  the striking images she 
created. 

All three of  Tropini’s chalkboard manuals were 
reprinted into the 1970s, but they are scarce in the first 
edition. No holdings located in OCLC. This copy shows 
signs of  active classroom use, including numerous chalk 
smudges; the plates remain bright. A very good example 
of  a surprising and beautiful book. 

Single volume, measuring 9.25 x 13 inches: [8], 60 numbered 
plates printed recto only. Original pictorial wrappers printed in 
black, brown, and white. Embossed stamp of  the Società Italiana 
degli Autori ed Editori to title, marginal note in pencil to plate 44. 
Shelfworn wrappers creased and clipped, short separation at head 
of  spine, chalk smudges throughout text.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002938/emma-tropini/il-disegno-alla-lavagna-corso-di-disegno-per-gli-istituti-magistrali-volume-iii


https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002938/emma-tropini/il-disegno-alla-lavagna-corso-di-disegno-per-gli-istituti-magistrali-volume-iii


             
             TRAVEL PAINT BOOK, CIRCA 1930,
      IN THE SHAPE OF A TRAVELING TRUNK

11. [DESIGN]. Travel Paint Book. 
Springfield, Massachusetts: McLoughlin Brothers, circa 1930. 

$50.

Vintage coloring book featuring thirty different subjects, from 
individual toys to full-page seaside landscapes, issued in the 
shape of  a traveling trunk covered with international hotel 
labels. The preface offers an introduction to mixing colors and 
technical tips for young painters. Subjects vary widely, from 
realistic animals (including a striking lobster) to a dressed-up 
family of  anthropomorphic mice, from nursery scenes to 
depictions of  outdoor sports and play. A charming survival.  

Single volume, measuring 7 x 10 inches: [124]. Original blue cloth spine, 
stiff paper boards, upper board color-printed to resemble a three-
dimensional traveling trunk, book trimmed in that shape. Text printed on 
one side only, with thirty uncolored scenes facing their colored counterparts. 
Light shelfwear and soiling to binding, with minor loss to spine; hinges 
starting; closed tear to one uncolored scene.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002556/design/travel-paint-book


https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002556/design/travel-paint-book


       NYC ART TEACHER’S ARCHIVE

12. Emily Ryon. 
Collection of  original artwork. 
New York City, 1927. 

$850.

Delightful collection of  artwork, ranging from the 
most casual pencil sketches to finished compositions, 
by Emily Ryon, a New York City art teacher in the 
1920s. Ryon’s subjects vary widely: landscapes and 
portraits, costume and botanical studies, sketches 
from life at the zoo and the theater. 

Most interesting are the images of  Emily’s social 
circle, including her older sister Winnie, identified 
as a “welfare worker” in the 1925 census: Winnie at 
her typewriter in a tenement flat (kitchen bathtub in 
view), bohemian young women smoking and 
lounging, “Susie” from the Art Students League 
asleep at the bar, Winnie reading in bed. A 
compelling primary document of  the 1920s.  

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002544/manuscript-emily-ryon/collection-of-original-drawings-and-paintings
https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002544/manuscript-emily-ryon/collection-of-original-drawings-and-paintings


Mixed group of  forty-two 
drawings and nine 
watercolors, some double-sided, 
many disbound from a 
sketchbook. Front board of  
sketchbook present, with 
stationer’s label of  Dante 
Gambinossi (605 Madison 
Avenue), and ink ownership 
inscription: “Emily Ryon 
- 1927.” Two drawings 
mounted, one tissue-guarded, 
several signed by Ryon. Tape 
residue to sketchbook board 
and first page, with penciled 
list of  paint colors. 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002544/manuscript-emily-ryon/collection-of-original-drawings-and-paintings


                                                       RED WHITE AND BLUE:
SET OF PATRIOTIC ACTIVITY BOOKS

13. Louis Jacobson. 
Red White and Blue. Stick’Em Cut Outs. 
[New York]: Platt & Munk, 1941. 

$300.

Complete boxed set of  six patriotic activity books, 
published as the United States was on the brink of  
entering World War II. 

Children were encouraged to cut out the colored 
shapes, dampen the gummed backing, and paste 
them onto a series of  iconic American images: the 
Mayflower, the Liberty Bell, the American Eagle, the 
Capitol, the Statue of  Liberty. Historical portraits 
include the “Pilgrim Father” and “Pilgrim Mother,” 
the “American Indian,” George Washington, Paul 
Revere, Abraham Lincoln, Buffalo Bill, Teddy Roos-
evelt, and Thomas Edison. The six titles are Airplanes 
and Ships, American Pioneers, Famous Americans, Famous 
Presidents, Historic Landmarks, and Patriotic Designs. 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002682/louis-jacobson/red-white-and-blue-stick-em-cut-outs


OCLC locates one incomplete set (four of  six, lacking Famous Presidents and Historic Landmarks) at the Toronto Public Library. 
A fine, unused example of  popular patriotic iconography marketed to American children.

Set of  six side-stapled activity books, measuring 8.5 x 7.5 inches, each containing six full-page line drawings and corresponding sheets of  red and 
blue shapes on gummed paper. Original color pictorial wrappers. Housed in original publisher’s color pictorial box. Light shelfwear to box.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002682/louis-jacobson/red-white-and-blue-stick-em-cut-outs


            THE POETRY-DRAWING BOOK, 1960

14. William Cole (editor); Julia Colmore (editor); Peggy 
Bacon; Gelett Burgess; Eleanor Farjeon; Edward Lear; 
Clement Clarke Moore; Robert Louis Stevenson; et al. 
The Poetry-Drawing Book: Poems for Children to Illus-
trate and Color by Themselves. 
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1960.

$50. 

First edition, second printing, of  this interactive drawing book for 
children. The editors argue that conventional coloring books are 
“insulting to [children’s] imagination and intelligence.” In contrast, 
The Poetry-Drawing Book offers young readers the opportunity to 
illustrate the text of  forty different poems, however inspiration strikes 
them, and to sign their original contributions: “YOU are the artist 
from here on.” Featured poems include Edward Lear’s “There Was 
an Old Man with a Beard,” Robert Louis Stevenson’s “The Swing,” 
and Gelett Burgess’s “The Purple Cow.” 

A graphically intriguing example of  the turn, in the 1960s, to a more 
child-centered model of  art education in the United States.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1002448/william-cole-julia-colmore-peggy-bacon-gelett-burgess-eleanor-farjeon-edward-lear-clement-clarke/the-poetry-drawing-book-poems-for-children-to-illustrate-and-color-by-themselves


Spiral-bound volume, measuring 8.25 x 11 inches: [68]. Original color pictorial wrappers. “Note to Parents and Teachers” on verso of  front wrap-
per. Text printed on yellow, white, and blue paper, with various decorations; many pages left blank for a child to complete. Front wrapper creased with 
two closed tears; small chip to lower wrapper; final page spotted red.
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        PREMIERS PAYSAGES BY MAURICE DENIS,
            WORKBOOK FOR A “PETIT COLORISTE”

15. Maurice Denis. Premiers Paysages. Les Leçons de 
Choses du Petit Coloriste. 
Paris: Henri Laurens, Editeur, [1911]. 

$2500.

First edition of  Maurice Denis’s iconic modernist coloring book, 
Premiers Paysages. A founding member of  the group of  French painters 
known as Les Nabis, Denis was invited by editor Henri Laurens to 
contribute to a popular children’s art series, Les Leçons de Choses du Petit 
Coloriste. 

In response, during the summer of  1911, Denis produced a series of  
dreamlike French landscapes. “Petits coloristes” can lose themselves 
in painting scenes of  villages and mountains, countryside and 
seashore, with captions by Denis that provide a wry running 
commentary on his creative process: “Ce n'est pas difficile de faire 
des maisons quand on ne fait pas toutes les fenêtres.” (Denis even 
reminds his young readers to keep their paints separate and their 
brushes clean.) 

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1001451/maurice-denis/premiers-paysages-les-lecons-de-choses-du-petit-coloriste


The quality of  these vibrant landscapes, which exemplify 
Denis's famous definition of  painting as “a flat surface 
covered with colors assembled in a certain order,” was 
immediately recognized. In 1912, the bibliophilic society 
“Les XX” commissioned a deluxe edition of  twenty signed 
copies, featuring an extra plate and multiple impressions 
of  each image. 

This first edition of  Premiers Paysages, while less lavishly 
produced, reflects the book's original identity as an 
inexpensive, ephemeral activity book, and is scarce in any 
condition. From the stock of  legendary book scout Martin 
Stone (1946-2016), with his penciled note: “of  the utmost 
rarity.” We locate copies of  this trade issue at BNF, Getty, 
Yale, and the Smithsonian: like the Yale copy, this one is 
staple-bound. A near-fine example.  

Side-stapled volume, measuring 10.5 x 8.5 inches: [16]. Original 
color pictorial paper boards. Seven color plates and seven matching 
uncolored plates, with two additional uncolored plates reproducing the 
color images printed on the boards. Light general foxing and toning.

https://www.honeyandwaxbooks.com/pages/books/1001451/maurice-denis/premiers-paysages-les-lecons-de-choses-du-petit-coloriste
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All books are offered subject to prior sale.

Books can be ordered through the Honey & Wax website, 
or reserved by phone or e-mail. 

We accept all major credit cards,  
and offer rush shipping upon request.

Every Honey & Wax book is guaranteed as described, 
and may be returned for any reason within ten days.

Visit honeyandwaxbooks.com to see new acquisitions.

You can follow Honey & Wax here:
Facebook: facebook.com/honeyandwax

Twitter: @honeyandwaxbks
Instagram: honeyandwaxbks
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